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Abstract
In the context of the THISL spoken document retrieval
system, we present a hybrid approach to spoken query
processing, which enables to increase recognition rates
and to extract relevant information for the application.
The query processing is distributed between grammar
and language model, based on the assumption that a
query can be decomposed in two relatively independent
parts; the addressing form, which is parsed with a
grammar, and the queried content, which is scored with
a domain specific language model. Our aim is to re-
trieve the content sequence, which allows us to consult
the database, but also, to keep information about the
query formulations in order to develop an interaction
between the user and the retrieval engine. This leads us
to work closely with the speech recogniser and to carry
out together the recognition and the query analysis.

1. Introduction
Speech recognition technology has now reached a stage
where it can reasonably provide baseline systems for
spoken interfaces. A trivial approach would consist in
using a speech recogniser as a black box, which tran-
scripts an acoustic signal in an utterance. This utterance
would provide the input of the retrieval engine con-
nected to a documentary database. However, the use of
a speech recogniser requires to take into account the
recogniser errors and characteristics of spontaneous
speech. In research today, it is even far to be solved. A
credible alternative would consist in introducing as
soon as possible morphological, syntactical and se-
mantical knowledge in the decoding process.

1.1. What recognition output?
Several works [8, 18, 16, 9, 17, 4] show that the best
acoustic hypothesis is often insufficient. They empha-
sise it is necessary to keep the N best hypotheses or the
word graph, to perform complementary processing and
to improve the recognition rate. Indeed, a grammatical
approach may become essential as soon as the applica-
tion is extended in such way that more complicated
grammatical constructions need to be recognised.

1.2. Query understanding
One of the difficulties lies in the query interpretation.
Most of the processing are based either on a keyword
search [1, 2], or on the use of local grammars [12, 13],
or other matching techniques [6]. In all cases, only
some informative units, judged relevant for the appli-
cation, are extracted. This kind of shallow parsing is
robust and relatively easy to develop, since complex
linguistic phenomena do not have to be taken into ac-
count. When the queries are complex, i.e. when the
user can ask a spontaneous request and not only give a
sequence of keywords, this kind of analysis seems to
be insufficient. If we want to introduce understanding,
or to be able to lead an interaction, it is necessary to
turn towards a complete linguistic analysis [18, 4]. Yet,
it is not always possible to develop an exhaustive
grammar in documentary base interrogation.

1.3. Spoken query analysis
In the context of a document retrieval application, any
grammar of queried topics should be very large and
complex, since it should include the language of all the
documents. It is thus illusory to try to develop a gram-
mar that would cover syntactically all content
sequences.

For the THISL project, ABBOT language model
has been trained on the British Broadcast News, and
not on the user’s queries. So, to define the THISL
grammar, we have just worked on several examples of
typical request given by the BBC. The difficulty is to
achieve the recognition of the uttered queries and then
analyse them, given that the ABBOT language model
was not trained on the queries themselves but on the
indexed documentary base. Indeed, the speech recog-
niser can neither guaranty to recognise the user’s
query, nor to produce a grammatical output. So, we
have decided not to analyse the best ABBOT output,
but to work on the word lattice built by the speech rec-
ogniser during its decoding stage. Indeed, the word
lattice can be seen as a set of hypotheses where it is
possible to find a solution, to rebuild completely or
partially a query.
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Our aim is twofold. It consists on the one hand in
getting the keyword sequence for the documentary base
interrogation, and on the other hand in keeping infor-
mation about the query itself, in order to develop a
small interaction between the user and the retrieval en-
gine. Indeed, linguistic phenomena as anaphora,
ellipses or logical connectors can appear in queries.
They require a real linguistic analysis in order to be
able to understand the query. Our strategy is to develop
a hybrid approach of query processing where structured
linguistic information (query grammar) collaborate
with others kinds of information (the LM and the
speech recogniser acoustic scores).

2. System Overview
The THISL spoken document retrieval is based on
ABBOT large vocabulary speech recognizer [1], de-
veloped by Cambridge University, Sheffield University
and SoftSound1 [11]. It aims at giving journalists an
easy access to a database of transcribed broadcast pro-
grams. Indexing and retrieval are performed by PRISE
(NIST) [10].

2.1. The Speech Recogniser
Spoken queries to the document retrieval system are
recognised by ABBOT, using the same LM (Language
Model) as the one used to transcribe the broadcast pro-
grams and constitute the document-base. We will refer
to this LM as the domain LM.

Experiments conducted along this line [1, 2] take
in-domain spoken queries, i.e. direct query expressing
topical questions, rather than containing spontaneous
formulation embedding as was collected for our ex-
periment (see Table 1). These previous experiments
present a baseline recognition around 30%. This is ap-
proximately the figure we get as well for an expert
speaker, despite the added difficulty of recognizing
somewhat out-of-domain formulation embedding, but a
naive speaker performs quite worse, see results in S. 6.

In any case, the precision and recall of content
keywords are too low to rely on 1-best acoustic hy-
pothesis only (see Table 9). That is why, primarily, we
keep a word lattice as output.

2.2. Word-Graph Analysis
The word lattice produced by the speech recogniser is
treated like a weighted finite-state automaton, it is de-
terminised and minimised with the FSM (Finite State
Machine) tools developed at AT&T2 [14, 3].

The analysis fully succeeds if the parser finds a
grammatical path from the initial state to the final state
in the word-graph, that corresponds to the grammar
constraints. If it fails to do so, we lead partial analyses.

                                          
1ftp://svr-ftp.eng.cam.ac.uk/pub/comp.speech/data/Abbot-
Demo.tar.gz
2 see http://www.research.att.com/sw/tools/

The aim is to discover as much high constituents as
possible from the initial state to the final state in the
word-graph. We determine then a first set of best
grammatical paths. After this, the content sequences,
which are segmented in these best parses, are extracted
and ranked using the domain LM. Details on the
grammar are given in Section 3, on the graph parsing in
Section 4, and on the graph search in Section 5.

2.3. Document Retrieval
The best content sequence can be piped to the informa-
tion retrieval engine, which is basically driven by
significant keywords. As we have not yet plugged this
module, we will report here results on significant key-
word recognition, instead of document retrieval
success.

A more refined system would first interpret the
grammatical embedding of the query, before piping the
content sequence to the retrieval engine, in order to
better specify the query – using logical connectors
between key sequences, adding constraining criteria for
the search, clarifying anaphora etc.

3. Spoken Query Grammar
In practice, users address their queries using spontane-
ous speech, and introduce the content sequence with a
formulation embedding, which has much less variabil-
ity in its vocabulary, syntax and semantics. It typically
conveys meta-information on the queried content, like
logical connectors, search restrictions, search context,
etc. (see Table 1). It is thus perfectly doable to develop
a grammar specifically for these formulations, putting
aside the analysis of content sequences, which are
treated as blind constituents.

3.1. Samples of Queries
The grammar has been written from an analysis of
typical queries provided by the BBC (cf. Table 1).
These queries are exchanged by telephone between
journalists searching information, and a human opera-
tor who has charge of making research in the
documentary base of the BBC programs.

Have you got anything on… ?
We’re working on…, what do you have on ?
I am doing a report on…, can you help me ?
I want a VHS on…
Can you send me tapes/printouts on… ?

Table 1: Typical enquiry formulations

From the most frequent query examples, we observed it
was possible to decompose the queries in two relatively
independent parts and thus, to consider a specific proc-
essing for each of them. Indeed, a query can be split
into an addressing form corresponding to the query
formulation, and a queried content, also called keyword
sequence. When the query formulation is recognised, it
is possible to ignore the queried content, and then lo-



cate its position in the query in order to send it as a re-
quest to the documentary base.

3.2. Grammar Formalism
The formalism used for the THISL grammar is ex-
pressed as a DCG (Definite Clause Grammar), with a
context-free backbone and unification feature struc-
tures (some rules are listed in Table 2).

sentence => yesno(q, bse).
yesno(A, B) => vp(A, B), pp.
vp(A, B) => verbal_core(A, B), np2(A).
verbal_core(A, B) => aux_p(A), verb(_, B).

Table 2: DCG rules

3.3. Content Sequences
The indexed data in the documentary base are broad-
cast news. So, a content sequence can refer to many
points of present or past actuality. It is not doable to
describe the syntactic structures of the content se-
quences in the query grammar.

Therefore, the content sequences are not analysed
but treated as blind constituents. Indeed, we have de-
fined specific syntactic and lexical rules. These rules
are under-specified rules, since they accept any lexeme
(no syntactic control), but they are limited (no recur-
sion) and precisely located in the query grammar.
These specific rules are located in the grammar rules,
where the content sequence is expected. We choose to
limit the content sequence rule to five items from the
observation of the query corpus given by the BBC.

4. Word-Graph Parsing

4.1. Existing Approaches
The word-graph parsing and search techniques pre-
sented here are in part inspired by the work of G. Van
Noord and his team [18]. Our work can be related more
generally to various proposals to decode word-graphs
(or recognition hypothesis stacks) using grammar and
language model [17, 5]. The novelty of the approach
presented here lies in the way we clearly decompose
the analysis between grammar and language model,
thus leveling the requirements that fall on the gram-
mar – which is in effect easier to develop, maintain and
parse – and avoiding to trigger an exhaustive graph
search with the trigram model.

4.2. Parsing Characteristics
The core-parser is a classical DCG parser, it leads a
top-down analysis with backtrack and parses the word-
graph from left to right [3, 4]. It goes from the top
goal – e.g. category S – down to rules that lead to that
goal, as their right hand side categories become new
goals to be completed. The lexical realisation of pre-
terminal goals are matched to the current position in
the string, and backtrack takes over at the end of a goal.

The way it applies to a graph structure is the fol-
lowing; when a goal is stated to start at a given state,
each edge of that state – also called word transition –
 are tried in turn, in a depth-first way, to see if they
match the goal lexical prefix and if they can lead a path
in the graph to goal completion. We added to the parser
the Chart Parsing technique which aims at keeping
structures built during the analysis and reusing them
when it is necessary, rather than to rebuild them at each
alternative analysis (that is, when the parser back-
tracks).

When the graph is parsed, it remains to filter,
among the found paths, those which correspond best to
the uttered query. We will see later that the language
model is used to pick out the best analyses by filtering
the content sequences.

4.3. Full Analysis
The graph is first searched for fully grammatical path,
this can be seen as intersecting lexical predictions of
the top category S with the word-graph paths of word
transitions. The parsing goal is that S start at the initial
state of the graph and end at the final state of the graph.
All full analyses found in the graph are retrieved as
potentially correct recognition, the content sequences is
covered by a <KW> category, as illustrated in Table 3.
In general, concurrent complete analyses can be fil-
tered out by simple pragmatic rules, and do not differ
much in their application-oriented semantics.

CAN YOU FIND A VIDEO ON <KW> </s>
CAN YOU FIND THAT VIDEO ON <KW> </s>
CAN YOU FIND THE VIDEO ON <KW> </s>
CAN WE FIND THE VIDEO ON <KW> </s>

Table 3: Full analysis example

4.4. Partial Analysis
It is sometimes the case that the correct sentence is not
in the lattice or that the utterance is not grammatical.
So, it is necessary to display a making good strategy
for the grammatical analysis, by allowing the partial
analysis construction. This is the same parser, which is
in charge of leading both complete and partial analyses.
We have simply added to the parser some mechanisms
allowing to re-launch the analysis anywhere in the
graph and to combine these partial analyses together
(Figure 1 shows some of the built partial analyses).

Modifications have also been made to the grammar
in order to permit partial constructions anywhere in the
sequence.

Blocking state The full analysis fails when unable to
find a valid grammatical transition allowing to continue
the parsing. In this case, the analysis is stopped by
blocking states. We call blocking state a state which is
the extreme bound of a grammatical edge, but from
which no grammatical edge exits given the current
grammatical rule (see Figure 2).



Figure 1: Graph annotated with some grammatical edges, case of partial analysis. The best path is “What do you
have on on John Kennedy”, with a grammatical span of 8 words, 2 top category and an acoustic score of –22

First, we determine the set of blocking states. Then,
we re-launch the analysis from each blocking state by
using the specific partial analysis rules defined in the
grammar (in Figure 1, we re-launch the analysis from
the nodes 3 and 11). These two stages are repeated un-
til the graph has been fully parsed, that is, until we
reach a final state. This parsing do not give the exhaus-
tive set of partial analyses because we only restart them
from extreme bounds of grammatical path and not from
all the nodes. But we do not loose relevant grammatical
solutions, in particular thanks to the redundancy of the
word-graph. It is sufficiently connected to guaranty
that no correct path is overlooked that way.

Figure 2: Creation of “unknown” skip

When the parsing is stuck in a blocking state, skip
edges, called «unknown», are created to its next con-
nected states in the word-graph (cf. Figure 2). Then,
the analysis is re-launch from the nodes pointed by the
«unknown» edges.

5. Word-Graph Search
To combine the partial analyses together and to select
the best one, we had to define a set of relevant criteria
which determine the score given to each construction.

5.1. Criteria for Scoring
So, each built edge has been associated to a weight
which takes into account several factors. We seek:
- to maximise the length of grammatical constitu-

ents, in order to favour the most grammatically
structured path;

- to minimise the number of built categories to fa-
vour a more wide constituent rather than a set of
small ones;

- finally we maximise the accumulated acoustic
score of the path.

To find the best paths efficiently, we implemented a
dynamic programming search, similar to [18]. It con-
sists in keeping for each state ek the weight associated
to the N best known paths from leading to ek. So, the
best paths are found through a score function, which
takes the above criteria into account. Table 4 gives the
best paths found and the grammatical constituents built
into brackets.

(WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON)(ON JOHN KENNEDY) [8,2,-22]
(WHAT DOES)(WE HAVE ON)(ON JOHN KENNEDY) [8,3,-22]

Table 4: Partial analyses of Figure 1

5.2. Analysis Ranking
After having retrieved the best grammatical paths we
rank them by Language Model log-likelihood (see ex-
amples in Table 5 and Table 6). This filtering stage has
been led with the domain LM i.e. LM used for recog-
nition. It offers a way to pick out the most probable
content sequences. LM probability is computed using a
functionality of NOWAY [14], the stack decoder used
in ABBOT.



We proceed in two stages. First, we pick out the
100 best among the grammatical paths. Then, the sec-
ond stage consists in giving to the domain LM these
100 sequences. The LM has to rank these sequences
according to their likelihood.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON JOHN KENNEDY:15.86
WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON JOHN CANDY:16.40
WHAT DO I HAVE ON JOHN KENNEDY:16.57
WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON JUNE CANDIDATE:17.60
WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON DONE CANDIDATE:18.28
WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON JUNK CANDIDATE:18.38

Table 5: Examples of full analysis ranking

(A)(THEY)(HAVE ANYTHING ON JOHN MAJOR):20.22
(A)(THEY)(HAVE ANYTHING ON JOHN MAJOR ARE):24.17
(A)(THEY)(HAVE ANYTHING ON ON H. R.):24.52
(A)(THEY)(HAVE ANYTHING ON TON MAJOR):24.63
(A)(THEY)(HAVE ANYTHING ON DON MAJOR ARE):27.25

Table 6: Examples of partial analysis ranking

6. Results
To illustrate our approach, we made an experiment to
compare results given by the speech recognizer alone
and results given by doing a collaboration between the
grammatical analysis of the word-graph and the do-
main LM. We experiment on a corpus of 100 queries:
50 query recorded by a native speaker and 50 others by
two non native speakers.

6.1. Test Procedure
We present here results obtained by recording a set of
100 plausible queries, pronounced alternatively by two
“naive” speakers (a native and a non native), and by an
“expert” non native speaker. We work on lattices pro-
duced by ABBOT, driven by a standard Business-
News LM, “bn97”, which is a trigram model with a
60k word lexicon.

6.2 Recognition Rate
A first observation, on Table 7 and Table 8, is that the
post-processing of word lattice improves the recogni-
tion rate of the query formulation, with a 31% decrease
in WER (Word Error Rate), as compared to just pick-
ing the 1-best hypothesis of ABBOT. It appears, that
adding a grammatical module allows to better under-
stand the query, since the LM is not suited for such
sequences.

WER on: ABBOT ABBOT+NL
Whole query
Query formulation
Content sequence

45.76 %
43.34 %
51.08 %

43.35 %
29.68 %
71.27 %

Table 7: Impact of NL processing on word error rate
for the non native speakers

On the other hand, we note that the error rate on con-
tent sequence increases. It is due to two reasons: first
the NL processing is not suited to the content query,

which we have no information about. Second, we will
see in Table 9 that the WER are mainly due to insertion
of grammatical words which do not match with any
documents and thus do not impair the actual document
search.

WER on: ABBOT ABBOT+NL
Whole query
Query formulation
Content sequence

75.52 %
77.41 %

72 %

67.48 %
52.84 %
88.72 %

Table 8: Impact of NL processing on word error rate
for the native speaker

The improvement of the filtering stage leads by the
domain LM on the grammatical paths found, should be
able to increase the recognition rate on the content se-
quences.

6.3. Recall and Precision
We want also to assess the contribution of NL proc-
essing to the final task of document retrieval. We thus
compare keyword recall and precision, obtained on the
significant keywords that should drive the document
search. We just present results for non native speakers,
because recognised hypotheses are too blurred for the
native speaker, to allow a post-processing to make any
real difference (the keyword recall is way below 30%,
even in the word lattice). This speaker had never been
confronted to a recognition system and had furthermore
a not so standard accent.

We note in Table 9 that figures are less contrastive
than before. We observe the keyword recall is quite the
same for both, but the keyword precision gets higher
with the post-processing module.

ABBOT ABBOT+NL
kw recall
kw precision

55.68 %
54.44 %

52.87 %
60.52 %

Table 9: Impact of NL on document search for the non
native speakers

Table 10 and Table 11 present a different view of
Table 9. We have split the keyword recall into three
cases: when the full keywords have been retrieved,
when just a part of the keywords or no keywords have
been retrieved.

ABBOT
Kw recall Full Partial No

Full 71.43 % 20.00 % 25.00 %
Partial 0.00 % 80.00 % 25.00 %

No 28.57 % 0.00 % 50.00 %

ABBOT
+

NL

100 % 100 % 100 %

Table 10: keyword recall for the non native speakers,
case of full analysis

The diagonal of Table 10 and Table 11 presents the
cases where ABBOT and NL processing have the same
performances. What is above of the diagonal presents
the improvement of the NL processing in comparison



with ABBOT alone. What is below of the diagonal pre-
sents the degradation of the NL processing.

ABBOT
Kw recall Full Partial No

Full 62.50 % 12.50 % 0.00 %
Partial 37.50 % 62.50 % 33.33 %

No 0.00 % 25.00 % 66.67 %

ABBOT
+

NL

100 % 100 % 100 %

Table 11: keyword recall for the non native speakers,
case of partial analysis

We can note that NL processing gets better results
for full analyses rather than partial analyses. In Table
10, in the case where ABBOT had retrieved all the sig-
nificant keywords, we loose sometimes the keyword
sequence. But, in the others cases, we show that the NL
processing can improve the keyword recall. In Table
11, the results are quite different. In the case where
ABBOT had retrieved all the significant keywords, we
loose sometimes a part of the keyword sequence but
not the whole sequence. In others cases, NL processing
improves the keyword recall again.

7. Conclusion
We presented a reasonably light-weight processing to
improve spoken interface to document retrieval, by de-
coding speech recognition lattices with both a small
grammar, for query formulations, and a language
model, for content sequences.

The results show that our approach is efficient for
the query formulation decoding. It is also encouraging
to retrieve the content sequences in the word-graph, but
we still need to revise further the content sequence
processing. The filtering stage is not sufficient enough
at that time, to rank the best solution among the first 3
ones.
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